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163 BLEECKER STREET | SOUTH VILLAGE HISTORIC DISTRICT IN NEW YORK CITY
PROPOSED BUILDING RENOVATION | FACADE DESCRIPTION

The proposed renovation of 163 Bleecker Street comes after a 2020 fire caused significant
damage to the structure.  Prior to the fire, the building's architecture held little historic
value, as major façade renovations in the years 1931, 1980, and 1993 resulted in a façade
of various modern and thematic styles, including a faux-Chinese pagoda roof structure
directly below the second-floor windows, with no aesthetic connection to the fabric of the
South Village Historic District.

The original structure built in 1892 by Charles E. Hadden was modest in its conception and
detailing, displaying little to no ornate character on its exterior wall surfaces, an all-glass
ground level storefront, and two large windows placed at its second level.
In the currently proposed renovation, the building will be repurposed for use as a live
music venue, tying into the long and storied history of the Greenwich Village music scene,
but it will also receive a new façade designed to carefully reintegrate the building back into
the fabric of the South Village Historic District neighborhood.

The Façade design draws on inspiration from the facades at 80 West 3rd Street (currently
Amity Hall) and 219 Thompson (currently the Chess Forum) in addition to some of the
other contextually rich contemporary examples such as those found at 179 and 209
Sullivan Street.

What we found throughout the area, and particularly at 80 West 3rd Street, is the insertion
of a dark panelized window and door system into a brick surround.  The double height
storefront at Amity Hall includes a signage band between the entry level and upper portion.
Another example we found with a similar idea, is at the Chess Forum at 219 Thompson
Street.  Here again the same strategy of a dark panelized insertion into a brick surround
was used.

The facades at 80 West 3rd Street and 219 Thompson were used as relevant references for
the design at 163 Bleecker, where the dark panelized multi-story venue is contained
similarly between the brick surround.  The panelized window and door system adds great
depth and historic texture to the new facade while also creating a direct connection
between the interior of the venue and the ground level street scene.  This aspect of the
facade design is inspired by and is reminiscent of the rich musical and artistic periods
dating back to the Beatnick and Bohemian rediscovery period.

With respect to the building's occupancy, it is scheduled solely for commercial use
including its second story where the venue's operating offices are located.  The office
space, directly above the venue's double height entrance, is also included as part of the
panelized insertion but is separated from the venue on the ground floor and mezzanine
with two rows of spandrel panels between the ground floor double height venue and the
second floor where the office is located.

Regarding the facade's design and its connection to it's immediate neighbors, we
established alignments between the top of the double height entry of the venue where the
clear glass is interrupted by the spandrel panels separating the second floor office and the
top of the adjacent base and lobby entrance at 159 Bleecker.  Additional relationships were
made between the height and alignment of the second floor office window and horizontal
metal band above with the windows and brick bands also at the 159 Bleecker apartment
building to further reinforce tying in to its neighbor.

The alignments and proportioning systems used at 163 Bleecker connect it as a natural
extension of the immediate adjacent buildings and prevent it from appearing like a forced
insertion into the existing facade fabric on its block.

We noticed diverse color ranges in brick throughout the district, with tones usually in red,
brown, and gray.  Brick selection for the facade at 163 Bleecker gravitated towards warm
gray to keep tonal consistency with the window and door frame color and to remain
neutral with respect to the varying material and color tones found at 159 and 169 Bleecker.
The brick size is modular to maintain dimensional uniformity with the rest of the South
Village Historic District.

Regarding the marquee, it follows examples found at 179 Sullivan Street and 80 West 3rd
Street in its materiality, proportions, and color.  As is done at 179 Sullivan, it will also use a
dark painted steel channel.  The name of the venue is proposed to be placed at the top of
the marquee  in light colored lettering.  A separate LED illuminated sign is proposed to be
placed within the channel flanges to announce scheduled venue events.

With respect to the acoustical design, the venue is planned to include a ground floor
vestibule to mitigate sound output from within the main space of the venue to the street.
The interior perimeter walls will be lined with wall framing and sheathing but connected
with isolation clips to prevent sound vibration from transferring through the walls.  Interior
materials will also be carefully selected to absorb noise and keep it within the venue.

In the facade design at 163 Bleecker Street,we took the opportunity to integrate the
existing structure back into the historical fabric found in the South Village Historic District
through use of proportionality and material, while also reintroducing the sense of vibrancy
and character that epitomized the periods of beatnik and bohemian rediscovery of the
Village.
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163 BLEECKER STREET | PROPOSED ALTERATIONS TO COMMERCIAL BUILDING 10.18.2022

BRICK

URANO TEXTURED (MODULAR SIZE BRICK)
BY BELDEN TRI-STATE OR EQUAL

METAL

DON GREY (LOT #073119 DARK GREY COLOR)
BY ALPOLIC OR EQUAL

WOOD - LOOK ALUMINUM

LIGHT CHERRY (LCF-0102)
BY LUXYCLAD OR EQUAL


